INTRODUCTION
Cytokinesλareλmoleculesλinvolvedλinλtheλmoduj lationλofλimmuneλandλinlammatoryλprocesses.λ Interleukinj6λ (ILj6)λ isλ aλ cytokineλ ofλ bothλ inj nateλandλadaptiveλimmunityλandλexertsλdiverseλ actions.λ heλ mainλ cellularλ actionλ ofλ ILj6λ isλ toλ stimulateλ theλ growthλ ofλ Bλ lymphocytesλ whichλ haveλ diferentiatedλ intoλ antibodyλ producingλ cells.λInterleukinj8λ(ILj8)λactsλasλchemoattractj antλforλneutrophilsλtoλtheλsiteλofλinlammation. 1 ElevatedλCSFλcytokineλlevelsλareλundisputj edλmarkersλofλmeningealλinlammation, 2 λbutλaλ speciicλ proileλ ofλ cytokineλ concentrationλ forλ diferentialλdiagnosticλpurposesλisλnotλyetλavailj able.λCSFλlevelsλofλILj6λareλindiscriminatelyλelj evatedλ inλ allλ kindsλ ofλ meningitis, 3 λ andλ doλ notλ contributeλ toλ thisλ purpose.λ Someλ studiesλ thatλ measuredλCSFλILj8λconcentrationsλfoundλhighλ levelsλ ofλ thisλ chemokineλ associatedλ mainlyλ withλbacterialλmeningitis,λbutλitsλroleλinλasepticλ meningitisλremainsλelusive. 4, 5 Diferentiationλbetweenλasepticλmeningitisλ andλacuteλbacterialλmeningitisλ(ABM)λinλsomeλ instancesλcanλbeλpuzzling.λheλsearchλforλclinij calλmarkersλandλlaboratoryλtestsλtoλhelpλinλthisλ taskλ isλ crucialλ inλ orderλ toλ optimizeλ theλ treatj mentλofλtheseλconditions.λAλsuitableλdiagnosticλ toolλhasλbeenλpursuedλforλmanyλyears,λbutλuntilλ nowλlittleλhasλbeenλaddedλtoλclinicalλpractice. 6j8 λ heλ importanceλ ofλ anλ earlyλ diferentiationλ betweenλ theseλ twoλ conditionsλ residesλ inλ theλ choiceλofλtheλproperλtreatmentλregimenλandλinλ theλneedλforλinpatientλcare,λespeciallyλinλABM,λ whichλhasλaλpoorλprognosisλifλletλuntreated.
heλaimλofλourλstudyλwasλtoλmeasureλCSFλ ILj6λandλILj8λinλpatientsλwithλasepticλmeningij tis,λbacterialλmeningitisλandλnormalλcontrolsλinλ orderλtoλinvestigateλtheseλcytokinesλasλpotentialλ toolsλ inλ theλ diferentialλ diagnosisλ ofλ bacterialλ meningitisλfromλasepticλmeningitis. 
PATIENTS AND METHODS

RESULTS
Weλ analyzedλ 60λ CSFλ samples;λ theλ demographicalλ charj acteristics,λ theλ resultsλ forλ routineλ CSFλ analysisλ andλ ILj6/ ILj8λassayλresultsλareλshownλinλTableλ1.λheλgroupsλhadλnoλ statisticallyλ signiicantλ diferenceλ inλ demographicλ aspectsλ λ (pλ>λ0.05),λbutλtheyλwereλdiferentλregardingλCSFλinlammaj toryλparametersλ(pλ<λ0.05).
ILj6λ concentrationsλ wereλ veryλ similarλ betweenλ asepticλ meningitisλ andλ bacterialλ meningitisλ cases,λ withλ noλ signiij cantλdiferenceλ(pλ>λ0.05).λConversely,λCSFλILj8λconcentraj tionsλwereλhigherλinλtheλbacterialλmeningitisλgroupλwithλaλ signiicantλdiferenceλwhenλcomparedλtoλtheλasepticλmeninj gitisλgroupλ(pλ<λ0.05).λBothλILj6λandλILj8λconcentrationsλinλ meningitisλcasesλ(asepticλandλbacterial)λwereλmarkedlyλdifj ferentλfromλtheλconcentrationsλfoundλinλtheλCSFλofλpatientsλ inλtheλcontrolλgroupλ(pλ<λ0.05).
Weλ calculatedλ theλ areaλ underλ theλ ROCλ curveλ toλ anaj lyzeλ theλ powerλ ofλ ILj8λ toλ discriminateλ bacterialλ meningij tisλ fromλ asepticλ meningitis.λ ILj8λ appearedλ asλ anλ excellentλ markerλforλdiferentiatingλABMλfromλAMλ(AUROCλ=λ0.95,λ λ 95%λCIλ=λ0.855λtoλ1.046;λpλ<λ0.05)λwhenλtheλcutjofλlevelλofλ λ 1.685λng/dLλwasλused.λAtλthisλcutjof,λILj8λhadλ100%λsensij tivityλandλ94%λspeciicity.λAUROCλforλothersλCSFλinlammaj toryλparametersλareλsummarizedλinλTableλ2.λ 
